
Flooring
Living wood 



Cover photograph: Around 150m2 of Character grade hand-finished 200-350mm wide, half-lapped oak boards were
installed in the remains of this picturesque Norfolk abbey.

Stylish flooring. Character grade oak in random lengths, 110, 135 and 160mm wide, set over UFH, with a hand applied
chamfer, face fixed with rose head nails to create an illusion of space and opulence.
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English oak has long helped man make
prestigious architectural statements. From medieval
timber-framed mansions, with their wealth of
exposed beams, down to understated twenty-first
century homes, English oak has inspired and
delighted generations.

Oak combines beauty

with utility. Indoors or

out, it has a supremely

attractive finish. Natural,

oiled, stained or just

polished the grain’s effect

is stunning - providing a

perfect backdrop for fine

art and fabrics. And the

wood’s natural structural

strength delivers

durability. 

Beauty and utility -

together an unbeatable

combination.

This is why Whippletree specialises in English oak
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Oak facts

Long-life
Oaks are slow growing, taking 250 years to

reach maturity and often living for 500.

Pollarding an oak extends its life still further.

Often they can then live for as much as a

thousand years!

It is alleged that the oak pollards at Moccas

Park in Hereford, known as the “Crusty Old

Men of Moccas”, are much older - well over

a 1000 years.



English oak 

With its attractive grain and structural strength,
oak always delivers more. From ancient times to
the modern day, English oak has been the wood
of choice.

This modern setting is enhanced by Character oak grade tongue and groove
in mixed widths of 160, 185 and 210mm with a hard wax oil finish.
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An exquisite Victorian restoration exploiting Character grade random width tongue and groove boards of
160, 185 and 210mm with a beeswax and linseed oil finish.
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Ring Cycle
The oak’s growth rings are more accurate than radio

carbon dating techniques. Archaeological sites with oak

artefacts can be dated to the exact year using

dendrochronology. This technique of comparing the

patterns of growth rings from successively older trees

allows past climates to be noted and, based on the

pattern of rings exhibited by the oak artefact,

the wood’s precise age can then be pinpointed.

TIMBER GRADES WIDTHS PROFILES LENGTHS(m) SANDED THICKNESS
(See page 6)

English Oak Prime and      110, 135, 160, 185, A – F 1.8m – 4.3m Standard is 19mm, plus specials 

Character 210 & up to 350, plus specials 

European Oak Prime and 115, 140, 175, 215,

Character up to 350, plus specials A – E 1.5m – 2.9m Standard is 19mm, plus specials

All measurements in mm unless stated. Note that other timbers can also be supplied on request.

Oak facts

}
}
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Oak – utility plus beauty 

Oak’s slow growing nature creates a dense and
strong wood. Resilient in nature, yet readily
worked and shaped for our homes. This utility,
plus its tight and interesting grain, creates a
beautiful decorative material that’s equally at home
in traditional as much as modern settings.

The oak, eyewitness to history
The average piece of oak we use today has

seen approaching 300 years of English

history. Generally the oaks we harvest are

around two hundred years old. That means

as acorns in 1775 they’d have witnessed the

fledgling US declaring the American War of

Independence.  As seedlings in the 1790’s

they would have been ignored by

shipwrights during the Navy building boom

of the French Revolutionary War. As flimsy

young saplings they were spared during the

industrial revolution of the mid-nineteenth

century, when cast iron and bricks became

the building materials of choice. And finally,

early in the last century when they’d at last

grown into mature oaks, they were too

grand and valuable to be reduced to pit

props for the First World War’s battlefields.

Profiles

A Tongue and groove

C Plain

B Tongue and groove, plus chamfer

D Square edged and chamfered

F Half-lapped and hand-finished

E Half-lapped

Prime
Clear straight grain,

virtually knot-free (will

have some pin knots);

completely sap-free.

Character
Sound/pippy knots, wild

grain, with some colour

variation; completely

sap-free.

Oak grades

Oak facts
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An attractive modern kitchen setting using Character oak with a mix of 160, 185 and
210mm wide tongue and groove boards, with a polyurethane finish.

A barn conversion with the traditional feel enhanced by using Prime grade English oak
in mixed board width of 135, 185 and 210mm, with a polyurethane finish.



Oak 

Whether English or European, all timber is delivered
planed, sanded and un-finished, ready for laying.

A range of
finishes
Where required a pre-finished

service is also available. There is a

wide range to choose from:

■ Satin oil

■ Matt oil

■ Satin polyurethane

■ Matt polyurethane

■ Colour stained

■ Limed
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Oak facts
The oak diet
Some North American Indians have

consumed acorns in their daily diet for

centuries. Once husked and washed the

oak’s fruit provides wholesome flour, or a

nourishing jelly.

Character grade English oak, including streaky boards, up to 400mm wide, with machine rounded edges and a
polyurethane finish, were screwed, plugged and conditioned for fitting over UFH (see page 15 for case history).



Top of the range Oak

Exquisite hand-finished flooring
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Wide oak and elm boards (between 200 and 400mm wide) with interesting grain patterns are specially selected

for hand-finishing. The board’s surface is treated by hand to retain the natural contours that arise from the

seasoning process. The result is flooring with an opulent and highly distinctive, traditional look.

Hand-finished English oak boards add a rich feel to any room. Here random boards, up to
330mm wide, half-lapped and with a lightly applied white oil finish are used.



TIMBER GRADES WIDTHS PROFILES LENGTHS(m) SANDED THICKNESS

Ash White and 115, 140, 175, 215, A – E (see oak p6) 1.5m – 2.9m Standard is19mm, plus specials

Coloured up to 350, plus specials

All measurements in mm unless stated. 

Ash Grades

Ash Profiles
Please refer to page 6.
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Ash facts

White
Clear straight, crown-cut grain,

with little colour variation. 

Let ash take the strain!
The whippletree was developed from a swingletree. It was a pivoted wooden crossbar to

which two or more draught animals’ traces could be attached. This permitted freedom of

movement for the draught animals’ shoulders, but put the wooden whippletree under

tremendous strain.

The whippletree illustrated here was made at the end of the nineteenth century and

demonstrates ash’s hard-wearing character well.

Coloured
Considerable colour variation from

mid-brown to cream. 

Ash

Whippletree additionally offers quality English Ash, for
its resilience and attractive colours.

Ash is not only tough and hard-wearing, but also
provides a considerable range of tones, from brown to
cream and white, often interspersed with attractive, dark
heartwood to enhance every interior’s décor.

}
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This modern room is set off well by White English ash in 135, 160 and 210mm mixed
width boards with a micro chamfer and a white oiled finish.

This cottage snug features Coloured ash in mixed widths (135, 185 & 210mm)
with a micro chamfer, polyurethane finish and face nailed.



Elm

Whippletree also offers quality English Elm for its
strength and interesting grain.

The elm once defined the English countryside and was
much used for vernacular buildings. Now, increasingly
scarce, this wild-grained timber, with its wealth of pippy
knots, offers wonderful colour variations and visual
attraction, enhancing both traditional and modern styles
of building.

TIMBER GRADE WIDTHS PROFILES LENGTHS (m) SANDED THICKNESS

Elm Character    110, 135, 160, 185, A – E (see oak p6) 1.5m – 2.9m 19mm, plus specials 

210 & up to 350, plus specials 

All measurements in mm unless stated.

Elm facts
Are you sitting
comfortably?
Many rural chairs and settles exploited elm’s

strength. For this wood’s tight grain meant

it was unlikely to split, so seat bases were

often carved out of slabs of elm to deliver

durability, as well as permit finer shaping for

added comfort.

Character
Sound/pippy knots, wild grain and

some colour variation.
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Elm Grade

Note that elm is an
extremely volatile
wood to deal with.

Elm Profiles
Please refer to page 6.



Mixed width (110, 135, 160 and 185mm)
English elm, tongue and groove with a polyurethane finish.

Hand-finished elm floor consisting of random width half-lapped boards with a hard wax oil finish to
provide an extremely interesting and attractive surface. 
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Hand-finished oak boarding in mixed widths showing relief
detail – hard-wax oil finish.

An exquisite Victorian restoration exploiting Character grade and streaky boards, all random width
(160, 185 and 210mm), tongue and groove, with a beeswax and linseed oil finish.
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Laying wood flooring

Movement is the key feature of wood flooring.

So when laying a floor a number of key decisions

need to be made. Here are some fixing suggestions:

Moisture content
Our flooring is kiln dried to

10-11% moisture content.

Movement in the flooring (such as

shrinkage, expansion or cupping)

is only caused by a change in its

moisture content. To ensure no

such change takes place it is

essential the structure itself and

the surrounding sub-floor is totally

dry – Whippletree can supply

humidity readers to monitor this.

If in any doubt about moisture

levels on site, be safe and lay the

flooring on a membrane.

Fixing
Tongue and groove boarding of up

to 160mm can be secret-nailed.

Over this width the flooring needs

face fixing (i.e. face nails or

screwed and plugged).

Whippletree tongue and groove

flooring can also be treated as a

floating floor, overlaid onto a

3mm underlay or simply glued to

the sub-floor.

Finishing
The backs of floorboards need to

be coated with a finish to

safeguard against cupping. Sand

and coat the top surface as soon as

possible.

Oak copes with
Under- Floor
Heating (UFH)
Follow the Whippletree

instructions carefully when laying

our boarding over UFH.

Remember that, wherever heat is

more directly present, from season

to season a greater amount of

shrinkage and expansion should be

expected.

Oak facts
More reproduction
The oak is unusual in having three modes of

reproduction. First, conventionally, it is wind

pollinated to trigger the creation of acorns.

Second, it can sprout from damaged trunks

– a capacity the techniques of coppicing

and pollarding exploit. Third, following forest

fires it can send out remote shoots to

create stands of clones.

As wooden flooring is a natural product
you have to expect that, from one season
to the next, it will inevitably display a
limited amount of shrinkage and
expansion (especially elm).

With every flooring order we despatch a
copy of our ‘Laying Instructions’.
We recommend you take the time to
study them. By following these simple
rules laying a Whippletree floor should
not be a problem.
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Can I lay oak
flooring over
UFH?
The short answer is yes, but with

a reservation - Whippletree’s

‘Laying Instructions’ need to be

followed exactly.

EXAMPLES OF OAK AND

UFH COMPATIBILITY:

■ An old threshing floor of a

barn conversion was not sound

enough and, because of

conservation requirements,

needed to be replaced exactly.

Whippletree supplied random

width boards, from between 200

– 400mm and all 3.9m long,

conditioned to suit UFH.

■ A Regency-style Georgian

extension was being restored

beside a derelict abbey. As this

extension had UFH, Whippletree

supplied 210mm face Character

grade with tongue and groove

which was loose laid for several

weeks with the heating running

prior to fixing.



Superior service
‘From stump to site’ we provide a

superior 10-point service:

■ Fine timber selected at stump

■ Certification undertaken

in-house

■ Provenance scheme accurately 

logs all timber

■ Sawn for high yield

■ Naturally seasoned

■ Kiln-drying capacity

■ Sapwood and heart defects 

removed and cutting-list 

matched

■ Massive retained stock

■ On-time delivery

■ On-site technical support

Traditional values
Whippletree - a traditional name

for a company that believes in a

tradition of solid trading values: 

■ Technical expertise

■ Quality products

■ Superior service

■ Plus a commitment to 

professional after-sales support

We’re proud of these values and

of our products. That’s why every

significant flooring delivery

contains one piece carrying the

Whippletree quality marque.

Guaranteed
quality
Our traceability scheme means we

can identify the exact UK location

from which every batch of flooring

has come. So, unlike many

merchants, we guarantee to supply

English oak.

We insist on buying timber ‘at

stump’. This ensures its quality and

origin. Each harvested tree is

allocated an unique serial number

on site, then recorded and labelled

so we can trace it all the way

through to point of sale. 

First-class
seasoning and
storage
Once selected and logged the

timber is then graded, sawn

‘through and through’ (to maximise

the yield) and subsequently

carefully stacked on drying sticks.

Then left to naturally season (a

‘year per inch’) before kiln drying

down to a set moisture level

(flooring is normally 10-11%, but

we can vary this according to project

requirements.) and conditioning,

ready for internal use. Next, boards

are cut to width and machined

before checking and measuring.

The finished flooring is then kept

until delivery in a conditioned

store, which is both heated and

ventilated.

Whippletree for Quality
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As trees mature they die back. In time its timber becomes stained,

then rots. This is a natural part of habitat regeneration.

Careful harvesting of mature trees has three distinct environmental

benefits. First, harvesting them at the right time supports this natural

regeneration process. Second, it can actually speed up the process of

woodland renewal. Lastly, the management measures associated with

harvesting are proven to increase biodiversity.

Wherever Whippletree buys ‘at stump’, on that site we ensure that

woodland’s stewardship meets Forestry Commission requirements –

with harvested trees replaced by new seedlings and protective

measures put in place.

This is Whippletree’s environmental commitment. So laying a

Whippletree floor can actually contribute to the conservation of our

beautiful English countryside.

Whippletree 
environmentally friendly

Oak facts
Life saver
The oak tree is vitally important for

biodiversity. Almost more than any other

tree, it sustains a breathtaking variety of

insects, lichens, fungi, birds and beasts – it’s

been estimated that the average oak hosts

up to 5000 different organisms! Other trees

are typically from 1000 to 2000.



This ‘Old English’ style extension to a traditional building features Character grade
hand-finished, 200-350mm wide oak boards faced fixed with rose head nails.
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Whippletree for product breadth

Extensive products
Whippletree’s aim is to meet the timber

needs of the building and restoration trades:

■ Ash

■ Elm

■ Hazel – wattles only

■ Larch

■ Oak – both English and European

■ Sweet chestnut – mainly laths 

■ Western red cedar – cladding 

■ Other hardwoods

■ Beams

■ Joinery– seasoned timber and bespoke

■ Cladding

■ Laths & lime

Whatever your project demands, from

everyday joinery, beams, doors or flooring,

through to the downright unusual.

Oak facts
The oak as a barometer
Stag-headed oaks are a common sight across Britain. This feature occurs

when the tree’s crown shuts down prematurely, usually due to reduced

moisture availability and, when this environmental condition persists the

crown duly withers.

The ‘missing’ crowns of some of our older trees actually testify to England’s

last mini-ice age during the seventeenth century. These Tudor England oaks

were in their early prime and England’s sudden climatic change after 1560

killed their crowns. Over the intervening period they have steadily rotted

away to create the ‘stag heads’ we see today.
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WE ARE HERE

Character oak in a range of widths – 235, 260 and 285mm. Tongue and groove in
a hard wax and oil finish. Face fixed with rose head nails.
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Talk to us at the Whippletree

office, describe your

requirements and we will

happily quote on your project.

Please call 01763 208966.



Every step of the way, from ‘stump to site’,
Whippletree delivers best value to its customers.

Milestone Farm, Barley Road,
Flint Cross, Nr Royston,
Hertfordshire  SG8 7QD

Telephone: 01763 208 966

150 m2 of office flooring in a converted chapel demonstrates the colourful streaky nature of ash well.
The floor is composed of random width boards with a polyurethane finish.

Whippletree is East Anglia’s premier quality English oak merchant.

We also supply European oak and other quality hard and softwoods.

Our objective is to meet every timber need of the building and restoration trades.
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